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Coulomb staircase and total spin in quantum dots

Hiroshi Akera
Department of Applied Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

~Received 19 May 1999!

The dependence of the Coulomb staircase on the total spin of a quantum dot is calculated at a current step
corresponding to a transition between the ground states of two successive electron numbers. The ratio of the
step heights for the positive and negative bias is simply the ratio of the spin degeneracies of the ground states,
when tunneling rates across the two barriers are strongly asymmetric. This can be used for determining
experimentally the total spin and therefore identifying the spin blockade. The in-plane magnetic-field depen-
dence of the Coulomb staircase is also calculated, and it is shown that the relative height of spin-split steps can
be used alternatively to determine the total spin.@S0163-1829~99!11639-4#

Growing interest has been attracted to transport through a
quantum dot1,2 and has recently been extended to roles of the
spin degree of freedom in this system. A transition of a spin
singlet to triplet state,3,4 a triplet state due to Hund’s rule,5

and the even larger spin polarization6,7 have been observed.
The Kondo effect has been observed when the localized spin
in the dot interacts with conduction-electron spins in leads.8,9

The decoherence of the single-electron phase due to spin
flips at a dot has been studied theoretically.10 Another promi-
nent example is the spin blockade11,12 studied theoretically
by many authors.11–16 The spin blockade is the disappear-
ance of a peak in the Coulomb oscillations of the linear con-
ductance, which occurs when the total spinsS and S̃ of the
ground states forN and N11 electrons in the dot do not
satisfy the spin selection ruleS̃5S61/2, which can occur
due to many-body effects. In spite of considerable experi-
mental efforts made, there has not yet been success in ob-
taining decisive evidence of the spin blockade. Although it is
necessary to know the total spinsSandS̃ to identify the spin
blockade, most experimental assignments of the spin have
been made indirectly from the addition spectrum reflecting
the orbital character3–7 and the spin17 of each added electron
and leave a limitation in determining the total spin. This
paper shows that the relative step heights of the Coulomb
staircase can determine directly the total spin of the ground
state for any electron numbers.

The step height of the Coulomb staircase, or the saturation
current, is in general different between the positive and the
negative bias and reflects the degeneracy of the states rel-
evant to the transition. This has been shown theoretically
first for the case with a single orbit18,19and extended13 to the
case withM orbits (M.1). The saturation current at the
transition betweenN andN11 for the positive and negative
bias is I 15(2e/\)(M2N)ge(N11)gc /@(M2N)ge1(N
11)gc# and I 25(2e/\)Nge(M2N11)gc /@Nge1(M
2N11)gc# with ge andgc the level broadening due to tun-
neling into the emitter and the collector, respectively. This is
the case even in the presence of many-body effects in states
in the dot. The result becomes particularly simple whenge
!gc to give I 1 /I 25(M2N)/N .

In this paper we consider the Coulomb-staircase step at
the transition between theN-electron ground state with spin

S and theN11-electron ground state with spinS̃ and show
that I 1 /I 2 is simply the ratio of their spin degeneracies
(2S̃11)/(2S11). We employ the following assumptions in
our calculation.~i! In the nonlinear regime with different
chemical potentials in the emitter and the collector, the elec-
tron distribution in the dot depends onge and gc , and the
current is, in general, a complicated function ofge andgc .
Therefore, we assume asymmetric tunneling rates such that
ge!gc . Owing to this, the electron distribution in the dot is
determined by the collector chemical potential.~ii ! We also
employ, for simplicity, an assumption that the tunneling is
weak so that the level broadening is much smaller than the
thermal energy. However, it may not be essential to the final
result, if correlations such as in the Kondo effect are not
important.

We also calculate the magnetic-field dependence of the
current for the magnetic field parallel to the two-dimensional
plane. We assume that~iii ! the in-plane magnetic field affects
only the spin degree of freedom in our two-dimensional elec-
tron systems. It is shown that the normalized current at a step
of the Coulomb staircase is auniversal function21 that de-
pends only onS,S̃, the spin splitting, and the chemical po-
tentials of two leads divided by the thermal energy. A variety
of methods to determine the total spin are available from this
universal function: for example, employing the relative step
heights of the spin-split Coulomb staircase.

Our HamiltonianH consists ofHd for the dot,HL for the
leads, andHt for tunnelings:

H5Hd1HL1Ht ,

Hd5(
n,s

«nscns
† cns1H int ,

HL5 (
l ,k,s

« lksclks
† clks , ~1!

Ht5 (
l ,k,n,s

~Vlknclks
† cns1H.c.!,

wherecns
† (cns) are creation~annihilation! operators for an

electron with spins in orbit n in the dot, andclks
† (clks) are
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those for an electron in statek in lead l ( l 5e for the emitter
and l 5c for the collector!. The spin splitting produced by
the in-plane magnetic field is reflected in thes dependence
of energy levels«ns and « lks . H int is the interaction term
whose explicit form is not necessary in the following general
discussion. We only need to assume that the energy separa-
tion between the ground-state multiplet and the first excited
state forN electrons in the dot and that forN11 electrons
are larger than the thermal energy, so that the current is
exclusively due to transitions between the ground states for
the two electron numbers. Each state in the ground-state
multiplet ~spin S) is labeled by thez component of the spin
Sz .

In the weak-tunneling regime we consider, the level
broadening due to tunneling is much smaller than the thermal
energy, so that electronic states and electron distribution in
leads are little modified by tunnelings and correlations be-
tween the leads and the dot, such as in the Kondo effect, can
be neglected. In this regime we can calculate the current by
applying our previous theory,13 which employs the
transition-rate formula for electron tunnelings between the
two leads by incorporating the finite level broadening of in-
termediate many-body states. This method gives the same
result as obtained from the master equation, or the kinetic
equation.18,23,24

In calculating the transition rate, the initial state isu i &
5ueks,L;N,SSz& in which eks state is occupied anduL&
representing the occupation of the other levels in the two
leads. One of intermediate states isum&5uL;N11,S̃S̃z& with
S̃z5Sz1s/2. The final state isu f &5uck8s8,L;N,SSz8& with
Sz81s8/25Sz1s/2. The transition rate is given by

Pi , f5
2p

\
z^ i uT̂u f & z2d~Ei2Ef ! ~2!

with

^ i uT̂u f &5^ i uHtum&^muGum&^muHtu f &. ~3!

The propagator is defined byG5(Ei2H1 ih)21 with h the
positive infinitesimal.^muGum& is replaced by its average
with respect touL& at the local equilibrium of the leads and
evaluated in the weak-tunneling regime using the noncross-
ing approximation.25,26

The current is then expressed as

I 52e (
k,s,Sz

(
k8,s8,Sz8

@Pi , f f eks~12 f ck8s8!gNSz

2Pf ,i f ck8s8~12 f eks!gNS
z8
#, ~4!

where f lks5 f l(« lks)5$11exp@(«lks2ml)/kBT#%21 is the
Fermi distribution function with the chemical potentialm l ,
and gNSz

is the probability of finding theN-electron state

with z component of spinSz . Since the calculation of the
current is made up to the first order ofge , gNSz

is evaluated

in the zeroth order ofge , that is, at equilibrium with the
collector and is given bygNSz

5exp@2(ENSz
2Nmc)/kBT#/Zd

with Zd given by (Sz
gN,Sz

1(Sz
gN11,S̃z

51. Similarly

^muGum& in Eq. ~3! is evaluated in the zeroth order ofge .

In the absence of spin-orbit interactions, dependences on
s, Sz , andS̃z of matrix elements ofHt are expressed using
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient since

^N,SSzucnsuN11,S̃S̃z&5 K SSz

1

2

s

2 US̃S̃zL hnNSS̃, ~5!

with hnNSS̃ independent ofs, Sz , and S̃z . We neglectk
dependence ofVlkn and the energy dependence of the density
of states~per spin! r l in lead l in its narrow range of interest
~of the order of the spin splitting and the thermal energy! and
introduce a constant describing the level broadening of the
many-body states:

G lNSS̃52pr lU(
n

VlnhnNSS̃U2

. ~6!

Finally, the current around the corresponding step is ex-
pressed as

I 5CIFI~S,S̃,ye ,yc ,b! ~7!

@yl5(m l2«0)/kBT and b5g* mBB/kBT# with a universal
function

FI5(
sSz

ZK SSz

1

2

s

2US̃S̃zL Z2~gN,Sz
1gN11,S̃z

!

3@ f e~«s!2 f c~«s!# ~8!

(S̃z5Sz1s/2) and a prefactor

CI5
~2e!

\
GeNSS̃. ~9!

The addition energy«s is given by «s5EN11,S̃z
2EN,Sz

5«01g* mBBs/2, and«0 is that in the absence of the mag-
netic field. The prefactorCI depends on tunneling matrix
elements and the ground-state wave functions withN and
N11 electrons. Because of the rule for the addition of two
spins, we haveS̃5S61/2. Results forS̃5S11/2 and forS̃
5S21/2 are related by

~2S11!FI~S,S̃,ye ,yc ,b!

52~2S̃11!FI~S̃,S,2ye ,2yc ,b!. ~10!

The above formula for the current is also applicable to ma-
terials with the valley degree of freedomv, in which single-
electron states in leads are labeled byk andv, if we redefine
the constant as

G lNSS̃5(
v

2pr lvU(
n

VlvnhnNSS̃U2

, ~11!

wheren labels all single-particle states in the dot.
The step height of the normalized currentFI has simple

analytical expressions. First consider the following two
cases.~i! Positive bias.The current is saturated when the
emitter chemical potentialme is well above the addition en-
ergies«s of the N11th electron and the collector chemical
potential mc is well below them. In this case the electron
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number in the dot is close toN since the electron distribution
is determined by the collector chemical potential due to the
assumed asymmetric tunneling rates (ge!gc). Although the
electron distribution among differentSz (gNSz

) depends on
b, the saturation current is independent ofb and is obtained
as

FI~S,S̃,ye ,yc ,b!5
2S̃11

2S11
. ~12!

~ii ! Negative bias.The saturation current whenme is well
below«s andmc is well above them is similarly obtained as

FI~S,S̃,ye ,yc ,b!521, ~13!

independent ofb. Experimently, we measure the ratio of the
saturation current between the positive and the negative bias
I 1 /I 2 , which is to be equal to (2S̃11)/(2S11). S̃5S

11/2 for I 1 /I 2.1, while S̃5S21/2 for I 1 /I 2,1. In both
casesS and S̃ are determined.

An additional current step appears as a function ofme
when the spin splitting is large enough (b@1 andSz5S),
depending onmc and S̃5S61/2. Whenmc is well below
«s , the Coulomb staircase splits into two steps forS̃5S

11/2, while it does not split forS̃5S21/2. This has been
used27,20 to distinguish betweenS̃5S11/2 andS̃5S21/2.
The step height at«↑,me,«↓ is shown as

FI~S,S̃,ye ,yc ,b!51, for S̃5S11/2,

50, for S̃5S21/2. ~14!

The vanishing step height occurs in the latter case because of
the violation of the spin selection rule for the lower addition
energy with s511 (Sz1s/25S11/2.S̃ with Sz5S).
For S̃5S11/2, the step of the Coulomb staircase as a func-
tion of me splits into1:(2S11)21, which can also be used
to determine the total spin.28 Whenmc is well above«s , on
the other hand, the step splits into1:(2S̃11)21 for S̃5S

21/2, while it does not split forS̃5S11/2.
Examples of the normalized currentFI are plotted as a

function of the emitter chemical potentialme for several val-
ues of the spin splitting forS50, S̃51/2 in Fig. 1 and for
S51/2, S̃51 in Fig. 2. For both cases, the results are given
for the positive bias withmc fixed well below the addition
energies and for the negative bias withmc well above them.
At large spin splittings, there appears one or two steps de-
pending on the bias polarity as described above. The step
width here is determined by the thermal energykBT. The
result demonstrates that the total spin can be determined
from the universal dependenceFI , when it is observed, us-

FIG. 1. Normalized currentFI through a quantum dot forS

50 andS̃51/2 as a function of the emitter chemical potentialme

and the spin splittingb5g* mBB/kBT (S andS̃ are the spins inN-
and N11-electron ground states, respectively!. ~a! Positive bias.
The collector chemical potentialmc is at «0210kBT. ~b! Negative
bias.mc5«0110kBT.

FIG. 2. Normalized currentFI through a quantum dot forS

51/2 andS̃51.
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ing the above formulas. The ratio of the spin-split step
heights can be determined even from data of low magnetic
fields, since curves for different magnetic fields cross nearly
at the same point.

In conclusion, we have shown that the relative step
heights of the Coulomb staircase provides a simple method
to determine the total spin of the many-body ground state in
a quantum dot. The first example is to use the difference in
height for different bias polarities and the second is to use
the spin-split steps due to the in-plane magnetic field. The
knowlegde of the total spin is essential to confirm the spin
blockade experimentally. To identify the spin blockade at the
transition betweenN0 and N011 electrons in the dot, we
need to know the spins of the corresponding ground states.
We can determine the spin of theN0-electron ground state
from the current step due to the transition betweenN021
andN0 and that of theN011-electron ground state from the
step betweenN011 andN012.

The in-plane magnetic field producing the spin splitting
with little change in orbits is a useful tool in studying many-
body effects in transport through a quantum dot and has
already been employed in several experiments.17,8 Influences
of the spin splitting on tunnelings have been theoretically
studied for a single orbit18 and for more than one orbit,22 and
shown to be useful in clarifying the Coulomb correlation
between tunnelings of electrons with opposite spins,18,22 the
dephasing due to spin flips,22 and the spin blockade as de-
scribed in this paper.
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